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a b s t r a c t

Automatic faceted navigation provides a set of navigation operations for users to browse one text or
more texts from different facets of content without any input. One sentence or a sequence of sentences
on a relatively independent and complete content in text constitutes a semantic unit. Semantic units
on one topic may be in different locations and there are distances between semantic units. A semantic
facet is a set of semantically close semantic units representing one aspect meaning of a text. This paper
proposes a faceted navigation mechanism that can extract semantic units from texts, build a hierarchy
of semantic facets, and navigate the hierarchy, so that users can obtain interested contents from text
and navigate among semantic facets without any prior input. The proposed mechanism goes beyond
cyberspace by considering the human reading processes. Experiments show the effectiveness of the
proposed mechanism.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Efficiently obtaining needed content from the ocean of text in
cyberspace is a challenge.

Onemethod is to create a full text summarization [1]. However,
it is hard for thesemechanisms to providemulti-facet content. The
summarized content may not be significant for users. Multiple-
document summarization [2,3] extracts content from multiple
texts on a common topic. Since the topics of multi-document sum-
marization are preset and prominent, the summarization cannot
cover non-prominent content which may be needed by users. The
problem still remains in topic extraction methods [4,5] which are
to extract prominent topicswithin a text. Information retrieval sys-
tems on text, like digital libraries, can gather and organizemultiple
article content to providewell-defined services for users [6–8]. But
most of the systems fail to satisfy users’ multiple faceted needs [9].

Some researches focus on facilitating users’ behaviours for in-
formation retrieval. The first kind requires users to express their
preferences through profiles or settings [6–8]. Set-ups andmainte-
nance of the profiles or settings limit users’ reading efficiency. The
second kind requires users to input several keywords to represent
their interests on one aspect of content [10–12]. However, a user
can hardly input appropriate keywordswhenhe/she has little prior
knowledge on a text. Collaborative tagging allows users to freely
tag resources for sharing and exploring content [13]. However tags
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are hard to represent content, especially multi-facet content. The
third are themethodswhich can directly analyse textwithout prior
input. These kinds of methods need no pre-conditions. However,
these methods do not provide any faceted navigation mechanism
for users and lack interactive operations.

The idea of faceted navigation is proposed to satisfy users’
faceted needs on text. Faceted navigation can provide multiple as-
pects of content in text and convenient operations. Faceted navi-
gation on text can improve users’ reading efficiency and cover the
texts’ full content. However, previous methods on faceted naviga-
tion were not suitable for dealing with plain text. These methods
mostly deal with structural or semi-structural data, such as text-
annotated data [14], RDF data [15] or images [16]. As for text, these
faceted navigationmechanisms are basically based on analysis of a
text’s attributes (e.g., an article’s author, publishing time, volume,
number, and number of pages, etc.) while neglecting the human
reading process.

From the point of view of methodology, previous techniques on
text can be divided into three kinds. The first is based on statistic
analysing methods of text, such as word frequency [17], position
of words in text [18], etc. Some summarization approaches repre-
sent text as a network of language components (words, sentences,
and paragraphs) and use strategies based on different network fea-
tures, such as degree, short path [19], k-cores [20], etc. The second
is based on training and testing data, including vector space mod-
els [21], probabilistic models [22], latent semantic analysis [23],
etc. The third is based on background knowledge, such as ontology-
basedmethods [24], encyclopaedic knowledgeWikipedia [25], etc.
The mentioned techniques endeavour to dig out static or back-
ground features from text while neglecting cognition factors. The
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Fig. 1. The mainframe of faceted navigation without prior input. SF denotes a semantic facet.

importance of interaction in forming social semantics is pointed
out in [26].

Cognitive scientists are concerned with the human cognitive
process and regard the process of constructing semantics of text as
the process of constructing mental spaces [27,28]. However, they
have not proposed applicable approaches. The insight of a semantic
lens is proposed to support individuals to view content from mul-
tiple dimensions and different abstraction levels and freely jump
between dimensions. The idea of the semantic lens on texts is dis-
cussed in [26,29].

We have proposed a faceted navigation approach through key-
word interaction in [10]. Users can input keywords reflecting their
preferences and then obtain a semantic unit from text consisting
of sentences semantically close to the keywords. The sentences in
a semantic unit are discrete.

This paper proposes a faceted navigation mechanism incorpo-
rating the simulation of the human reading process. The mecha-
nism enables users to readmultiple facets of one text ormore texts
without any prior input. One facet displays one aspect of content
of the text. The mechanism has the following features:
(1) Users can simply and directly get faceted content without any

user profile setting or inputting any keyword.
(2) A new kind of semantic unit consisting of consecutive sen-

tences is proposed to represent relatively independent and
complete topics in text.

(3) A hierarchy of the semantic units is built to provide a faceted
navigation service for users.

(4) It can be used for multiple texts.
(5) It provides a new type of reading model for users.

2. Semantic unit and main frame of faceted navigation on text

A long article usually consists of content on several local topics.
The topics shift fromone to the otherwhile reading and accompany
many different emergence of words. The texts on a common topic
should share some words.

Therefore an article can be regarded as sequential units of con-
tent with a topic shift. Each unit corresponds to a local topic. Se-
mantic units have the following characteristics:
1. the sentences in a semantic unit are consecutive;
2. semantic units on different topics accompany many different

words;

3. adjacent semantic units represent relatively independent and
complete topics;

4. two non-adjacent semantic units may be on one topic.

A semantic unit from the ith sentence to the jth sentence in text
is represented as S(i, j). The semantic units’ comprehensibility is
guaranteed because of the first and second characteristics. The size
of a semantic unit depends on the specific content of text.

The proposed mechanism can automatically search semantic
units in an article based on simulation of the human reading pro-
cess. The impressions of words are used to search semantic units.
A reader can clearly remember words when the words are fre-
quentlymentioned andwill forgetwordswhen thewords have not
been mentioned for a while. So the impressions of words change
while reading. Semantic units can semantically merge into se-
mantic facets which are combinations of semantic units. Semantic
facets have different semantic levels. The higher a semantic facet’s
semantic level is, the more semantic units it covers.

We give themain frame of faceted navigation as shown in Fig. 1.
Users can freely view the found semantic units’ or semantic facets’
content and faceted navigate between them.

3. Searching semantic units through simulation of the human
reading process

3.1. Simulation of the human reading process

This section briefly introduces the human reading process and
relevant concepts [10].

An article A can be represented as a set of ordered sentences:
A = {s1, s2, . . . , sn}, where si denotes the ith sentence, and n de-
notes the total number of sentences in A. A sentence s is a set of
words with no order represented as: s = {w1, w2, . . . , wk}, where
wi denotes a word, and k denotes the number of words in the sen-
tence. The human reading process performs on a dynamic word
network reflecting the circumstance of the reading sentence.

A word network of a text is a dynamic network denoted as
WN(x,D) = ⟨Nodes, Links, Weight_nodes, Weight_links⟩, where
the nodes inNodes are a set ofwords in the text, Links is a set of links
between nodes, Weight_nodes is a vector that records the weights
of all nodes, and Weight_links is a vector that records the weights
of all links. D ∈ {1, . . . , n}. x denotes the network based on the xth
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